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Beta Reading “Pick and Choose” Questions
These questions are for you, the author of the book, to introduce to your beta readers. You can ask your readers if they’d like a copy of the list, 

but otherwise, pick a few questions that you’d like your readers to think about while they’re reading.

Overall
Did you enjoy the story? Why or why not?
Is there anything that you really hated about the story?
Is there anything that you really loved about it?
Did the story match what you understand to be the genre?
Did you identify any sub-genres that weren’t specified? If so, what are they?
What do you understand to be the intended audience? (Children, Young Adult, New Adult, Mature)
Did the writing level match the intended audience in your opinion?
Was the writing level meant for you? Were there any words that you didn’t understand?
Did the story illicit any emotional responses from you? Why or why not?
[If there were flashbacks, time skips, etc.] what did you think about how the author used these 

elements?
Was the ending satisfying? Why or why not? (dystopia stories meant to be unsatisfying)
[If there was a cliffhanger] what did you think of that?

Plot
Was the story engaging?
What did you think of the story’s conflict?
what did you think of the story’s resolution?
Did any part of the plot feel forced?
Did the plot progress in a reasonable manner, or were there parts that didn’t make sense?
Were there any parts that felt like they were put in for plot convenience?
Are there any plot points that you think are missing?

Characters
Can you easily picture each character in your mind?
Are they realistic/believable characters?
Did you notice any inconsistencies in their actions?
Which character was your favourite and why?
Which character was your least favourite and why?
How are the relationships between the characters? Are there any that you really loved? Are there 

any that don’t feel real?
Could you connect/root for the protagonist?
What did you think of the antagonist?



Pacing
Did the story overall seem to move at a decent pace, or did it feel too fast/too slow?
Were there any specific sections of the story that felt too fast/too slow?
Were there any parts that felt like they were glossed over?
Were there any parts that felt like the author dragged on an on about details?

Writing Style/Quality
What did you think about the quality of the writing? (childish, elegant, flat, dramatic, etc.)
What did you think about the author’s writing style? (the way they use words)
Was there too much description, or not enough description? Where and why?
Did you find any of the sentences hard to understand? Were there any parts that didn’t make sense 

grammatically?
How was the flow/fluidity of the writing? Is the story easy to read aloud?
Were there any made-up terms? Were any of them hard to understand? Why?

See the blog for more writing tips
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